
   LOT 57, SANCTUARY PLACE, KUMARA JUNCTION, GREYMOUTH

Affordable Luxury
At Sanctuary Place our vision is to create a unique place that offered an
opportunity to reconnect with nature.

Begining in the early 2000's the aim was to create a special place unmatched
in its physical beauty and not affect its natural values and charm through the
development process.

Today Sanctuary Place remains one of the most highly sought after locations
on the West Coast.. .

The location is ideal for those who want to live in an adventure and outdoor
paradise and provides an opportunity to own a piece of New Zealand in its
natural state.

Each section is hidden in over half an acre of native bush protected from the
elements with abundant birdlife and an easy walk to the ocean where the
world famous Coast to Coast begins.

Only 15 minutes to the local towns of Greymouth and Hokitika andaccess to a
wide range of unique activities â�� New Zealand's best whitebaiting, magical
trout fishing, caving, rafting, canoeing, kayaking, surfing, horse riding, and
beach and forest walks or merely relax with your family on your own quiet
piece of paradise, set in pristine native bush.

Kumara Junction in the West Coast has one of the fastest and strongest
growing regional economies in New Zealand created from strong focus on
coal and gold mining, dairy farming, forestry and wood processing, fishing,
farming and tourism industries.

The West Coast has been numbered in the Lonely Planet's Top 10 Coastal
Drives in the World.

Sanctuary Place, Kumara Junction is 17kms from Greymouth, 23km from
Hokitika and 240km from the South Island's largest city, Christchurch.

Each section is a minimum of 2500m2 and comes with a consent to clear up
to 1000m2 in the centre leaving a bush boundary to ensure privacy, seclusion
and sanctuary.

Liimited availabilty and priced from just $180,000.

   20% Trade : NZ$144,000 (Cash) | NZ$36,000 (Trade)

 $180,000
   Contact Aman Singh for further enquiries: 022 187 5565

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Serpentine+Beach/@-42.5799468,171.1294642,1198m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x6d2f3dc22b56f2d9:0x500ef868479e2d0!2sKumara+Junction,+New+Zealand!3b1!8m2!3d-42.5850544!4d171.1297175!3m4!1s0x6d2f3ef689af1507:0xcd76c9bc

